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THE SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL 

((VARIOUS LAY-BYS IN TANDRIDGE AND WESTWAY (1399) CATERHAM 

ON THE HILL) (FREE STREET PARKING PLACES) ORDER 2006) 

(AMENDMENT NO. 1) ORDER 2008 

THE SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL in exercise of their powers under Sections 1 (1) and 2 

(1) to (3) and 4(2) and 32 35 and 36 of and Part IV of Schedule 9 to the Road Traffic 

Regulation Act 1984 ("the Act") and of all other enabling powers and after consultation with 

the Chief Officer of Police in accordance with Part III of Schedule 9 to the Act hereby make 

the following Order:- 

Citation and commencement 

1 THIS Order may be cited as "The Surrey County Council ((Various Lay-bys in 

Tandridge and Westway (D1399) Caterham on the Hill) (Free On-Street Parking Places) 

Order 2006) (Amendment No. 1) Order 2008" and shall come into operation on 10 

November 2008 

Interpretation 

2 (1) In this Order the expression "the Order of 2006" means The Surrey County 

Council (Various Lay-bys in Tandridge and Westway (D1399) Caterham on the Hill) 

(Free Street Parking Places) Order 2006 

 (2) In this Order the expression "enactment" means any enactment whether 

public general or local and includes any order bye-law rule regulation scheme or 

other instrument having effect by virtue of an enactment 

 (3) Any reference in this Order to any enactment shall be construed as a 

reference to that enactment as amended applied consolidated re-enacted by or as 

having effect by virtue of any subsequent enactment 

 (4) Unless the context otherwise requires any expression used in this Order 

which is also used in the Order of 2006 shall have the same meaning as in that 

Order 

Amendment of the Order of 2006 

3 WITHOUT prejudice to the validity of anything done or to any liability incurred in 
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respect of any act or omission before the coming into operation of this Order the Order of 

2006 shall have effect as though:- 

(a) in PART II of the ARRANGEMENT OF ARTICLES for the words "Vehicles for which 

parking places are authorised" wherever those words occur there were substituted 

the words "Vehicles for which parking places are authorised to be used" 

(b) in relation to the following expression in paragraph (1) of Article 2 there was 

substituted the following meaning in replacement for the meaning currently assigned 

to it - 

 " "permitted hours" means the hours specified in the key relating to the plans 

attached to this Order" 

(c) in paragraph (1) of Article 2 there were added the following expressions which shall 

have the meanings hereby respectively assigned to them - 

 " "credit card" has the same meaning as in paragraph (6) of Section 35A of the Act 

 "debit card" has the same meaning as in paragraph (6) of Section 35A of the Act" 

(d) in Article 3 in the third and fourth lines thereof for the words "identified on the plans" 

there were substituted the words "identified by the key relating to the plans and on any 

of the plans" 

(e) in Article 4 in the shoulder heading thereto for the words "are authorised" there were 

substituted the words "are authorised to be used" 

(f) in Article 4 in the second line thereof for the words "during the permitted hours" 

there were substituted the words "free of charge during the permitted hours relating 

to the aforesaid parking places in Westway (D1399) Cateham on the Hill" 

(g) in Articles 4  5  7  8  10  11  12  13  14  16 and 18 for the words "parking place" 

wherever those words occur there were substituted the words "parking place in 

Westway (D1399) Caterham on the Hill referred to in Article 3" 

(h) in paragraph (a) of Article 5 in the third line thereof the words "attached to this 

Order" were omitted 

(i) in Article 6 in the second line thereof for the words "a parking place" there were 

substituted the words "a parking place in Westway (D1399) Caterham on the Hill 
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referred to in Article 3 and" 

(j) in Article 6 in the second line thereof the words "attached to this Order" were omitted 

(k) in paragraphs (1) (2) (3) and (4) of Article 9 for the words "a parking place" wherever 

those words occur there were substituted the words "a parking place in Westway 

(D1399) Caterham on the Hill referred to in Article 3" 

(l) in sub-paragraphs (b) (c) and (e) of paragraph (1) of Article 9 for the words "the parking 

place" wherever those words occur there were substituted the words "the said parking 

place in Westway (D1399) Caterham on the Hill" 

(m) in paragraph (1) of Article 15 in the first line thereof for the words "a parking place" 

there were substituted the words "a parking place in Westway (D1399) Caterham on 

the Hill referred to in Article 3" 

(n) in paragraph (2) of Article 15 in the second line thereof for the words "a parking place" 

there were substituted the words "a parking place in Westway (D1399) Caterham on 

the Hill referred to in Article 3" 

(o) in paragraph (a) of Article 18 in the first and second lines thereof for the words "each 

parking place" there were substituted the words "each parking place in Westway 

(D1399) Caterham on the Hill referred to in Article 3" 

(p) in paragraph (b) of Article 18 in the second line thereof for the words "a parking place" 

there were substituted the words "a parking place in Westway (D1399) Caterham on 

the Hill referred to in Article 3" 

(q) for paragraph (1) of Article 20 there was substituted the following paragraph - 

 "(1) Each parking place comprising or situated within - 

  (a) the lay-by known as the Antlands Lane Lay-by at Shipley Bridge 

Burstow (adjoining the south side of Antlands Lane (B2037)) and 

which extends for a distance of approximately 50 metres westwards 

from approximately 162 metres west of its junction with Peeks Brook 

Lane 

  (b) the lay-by known as the Copthorne Road Lay-by at Felbridge 

(adjoining the south side of Copthorne Road (A264)) and which 
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extends for a distance of approximately 295 metres eastwards from 

approximately 80 metres north-west of the western highway 

boundary of Lake View Road 

  (c) the lay-by known as the Moorhouse Lay-by at Limpsfield (adjoining 

the north side of Westerham Road (A25)) and which extends for a 

distance of approximately 220 metres eastwards from approximately 

445 metres west of Moorhouse Road 

  (d) the lay-by known as the Nutfield Cemetery lay-by (adjoining the north 

and north-west side of Nutfield Road (A25) (also known as "Redhill 

Road (A25)" Nutfield) and which extends for a distance of 

approximately 430 metres westwards from the western highway 

boundary of Parkwood Road westwards and then south-westwards 

for a distance of approximately 80 metres 

  (e) the lay-by known as the Tandridge Lay-by at Oxted (adjoining the 

south side of Godstone Road (A25)) and which extends for a 

distance of approximately 170 metres westwards eastwards from 

approximately 280 metres east of Tandridge Lane 

  may be used subject to the provisions of this Part of this Order for the 

leaving during the permitted hours of all classes of vehicle"" 

(r) in paragraph (2) of Article 20 in the fifth line thereof for the words "as define in 

Section 136 of the Act" there were substituted the words "as defined in Section 136 

of the Act" 

(s) in Articles 23  24  25  26  27  28  29  31  32  33  34  35  37  38  40  41  paragraph 

(b) of Article 42 and Article 43 after the words "a parking place" wherever those 

words occur there were added the words "described in Article 20" 

(t) in Article 25 in the first line thereof for the words "shall use any parking place" there 

were substituted the words "shall use any parking place described in Article 20 and 

referred to in Part III" 

(u) in paragraph (1) of Article 36 in the second and third lines thereof for the words 
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"any part of a parking place referred to in this Part" there were substituted the 

words "any part of a parking place described in Article 20 and referred to in Part III" 

(v) in paragraph (2) of Article 36 in the second and third lines thereof for the words "to 

wait in a parking referred to in Part III" there were substituted the words "to wait in a 

parking place described in Article 20 and referred to in Part III" 

(w) for paragraph (a) of Article 42 there was substituted the following similarly lettered 

paragraph - 

 "(a) place and maintain a traffic sign or traffic signs indicating the limits of each 

parking place and each parking space of a parking place described in Article 

20 and referred to in Part III" 

(x) in the first column of the Second Schedule to that Order for the numbers and letters 

"3282/TAN/2334 Rev A" "3282/TAN/2335 Rev A" and "3282/TAN/2360 Rev A" 

there were substituted respectively the numbers and letters "3282/TAN/2334 Rev 

B" "3282/TAN/2335 Rev B" and "3282/TAN/2360 Rev B" 

(y) in the first column of the Second Schedule to that Order there were added the 

numbers and letters "3282/TAN/2369" "3282/TAN/2370" "3282/TAN/2371" 

"3282/TAN/2372" "3282/TAN/2373" "3282/TAN/2374" "3282/TAN/2375" 

"3282/TAN/2376" "3282/TAN/2377" "3282/TAN/2378" "3282/TAN/2379" 

"3282/TAN/2380" "3282/TAN/2381" "3282/TAN/2382" "3282/TAN/2383" 

"3282/TAN/2384" "3282/TAN/2385" "3282/TAN/2386" "3282/TAN/2387" 

"3282/TAN/2388" and "3282/TAN/2389" those letters and numbers being the 

drawing numbers of the plans annexed to this Order 

(z) for the Second Schedule to that Order there was substituted the Second Schedule 

set out in The Schedule to this Order 
 

THE SCHEDULE 

(See over) 
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T H E  S C H E D U L E 

SECOND SCHEDULE 

List of Plans 
 

Drawing No Date 
Drawn 

Rev’n Date 
Revised 

Rev’n Date 
Revised 

Rev’n Date 
Revised 

3282/TAN/2300 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2301 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2302 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2303 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2304 09/06       
3282/TAN/2305 09/06       
3282/TAN/2306 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2307 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2308 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2309 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2310 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2311 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2312 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2313 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2314 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2315 09/06       
3282/TAN/2316 09/06       
3282/TAN/2317 09/06       
3282/TAN/2318 09/06       
3282/TAN/2319 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2320 09/06       
3282/TAN/2321 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2322 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2323 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2324 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2325 09/06       
3282/TAN/2326 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2327 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2328 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2329 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2330 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2331 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2332 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2333 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2334 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2335 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2336 09/06       
3282/TAN/2337 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2338 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2339 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2340 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2341 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
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3282/TAN/2342 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2343 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2344 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2345 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2346 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2347 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2348 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2349 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2350 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2351 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2352 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2353 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2354 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2355 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2356 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2357 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2358 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2359 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2360 09/06 A 01/08 B 06/08   
3282/TAN/2361 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2362 09/06       
3282/TAN/2363 09/06       
3282/TAN/2364 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2365 09/06       
3282/TAN/2366 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2367 09/06 A 01/08     
3282/TAN/2368 09/06 A 06/08     
3282/TAN/2369 06/08       
3282/TAN/2370 06/08       
3282/TAN/2371 06/08       
3282/TAN/2372 06/08       
3282/TAN/2373 06/08       
3282/TAN/2374 06/08       
3282/TAN/2375 06/08       
3282/TAN/2376 06/08       
3382/TAN/2377 06/08       
3382/TAN/2378 06/08       
3382/TAN/2379 06/08       
3382/TAN/2380 06/08       
3382/TAN/2381 06/08       
3382/TAN/2382 06/08       
3382/TAN/2383 06/08       
3382/TAN/2384 06/08       
3382/TAN/2385 06/08       
3382/TAN/2386 06/08       
3382/TAN/2387 06/08       
3382/TAN/2388 06/08       
3382/TAN/2389 06/08       
3282/TAN/2390 06/08       
 






